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Pioneer's Sam's Serious Sam Collection first-in-series success has been to give the series a much-
needed reboot. Rather than fix the stuttering and low-fps issues, it gives them to us all in massive
chunks. While the frame rate did suffer in the two parts of the Serious Sam reboot that I played, I
nevertheless had a great time. So long as you don't mind missing some of the fun from earlier
games and some of the charm you got with their creators, you should be fine. Criteria-wise, it's
probably a bit too linear, with all your guns being bad at regular monsters, some of the maps are too
short, and there's not much to do in the later games with Sam, but what the heck do I know. It is a
cracking package, though. I feel the only game where I really felt for the sam was Serious Sam 2,
just because of the change of setting and how it ruined that game and how it was the only one
where it made sense. Here it doesn't. The update to Serious Sam 2 for Serious Sam 3 is a huge
disappointment. The game runs through every bit of patching and updating it can muster, but it still
feels like a 90s game. You can also play this game completely offline, thanks to the new system of
letting you save anywhere you want. The game is also in 3D, so you can play with your family and
friends and have a real party. The game has fallen into the trap of Serious Sam 3, more specifically
the BFE release, and this game is just a straight port of that.Everything works, the game is playable
and doesn't suffer from the problems you expect in a port. The only thing that would have made this
game better was to have upgraded the graphics and fixed the framerate problems. The framerate
did drop a bit in some of the levels, but not to the point that it made it frustrating, you just don't
want to run around dying every other second.
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serious sam collection is a must-have for serious sam fans. if you haven't played it before i strongly
recommend that you get it. you can easily play it on the big screen, on your tv. it's more than just a
game, it's a collection of games, a experience. it may take a while to finish but once you start you
will be addicted to it. and they need to add an option to make it a single game. in any case, it's a
fantastic experience and i highly recommend it. the game runs fine on the switch lite, and it's a

shame that they didn't add the option to make it a single game. i know they're not the same, but i
feel that serious sam 3 is a lot more fun and enjoyable than serious sam 2. i can't believe that it had

to take so long for a port to come out. i hope a port gets released for this because i know that
serious sam 3: bfe would be a lot of fun. the bfe is the best of the 3 games in the collection, but the
rest of the games are boring, boring, boring. the bfe is so much fun and the rest of the games are

about as fun as a root canal. the bfe is so much fun, i had to rent all three of the games again to see
if i could beat the first game, and then i beat it with the same life i had my first time. if you are a

serious sam fan, pick this up. serious sam wore many hats; it was a shooter, an action-rpg, a boss-
rush, a first-person shooter and an rpg. serious sam: the next encounter was released for the

gamecube in 2003; it's a 3d-platformer that takes place in a kind of low-gravity, cartoon-like world.
we played it back in the days of the gamecube (my first console), and we loved it. the controls are
simple and the game has some truly enjoyable levels. fans of the series will love this game, and

newcomers will have a lovely time. 5ec8ef588b
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